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1. Summary of Requirements 
 

Alsager Partnership is part of the Connected Communities initiative instigated by Cheshire East to 

look at ways of improving Health and Wellbeing in local communities and in our case Alsager. 

One of the actions agreed by Alsager Partnership was to look at the current provision of youth 

activities in our town and see if there are any gaps and what actions can be taken to support the 

filling of these gaps. 

There is also an assumption from many that haven’t looked further into the services, that there is 

little to do for youngsters in the town. This is categorically untrue, and after asking around and 

visiting some of the services we have compiled a report of some of the great facilities that already 

exists.  

For the sake of this report “Youth” constitutes 11-18-year olds and not “Children” under 11. 

2. Types of Provision 
 

The youth work in Alsager can be broken down and clearly defined into four key sections. Each of 

these sections are different and attracts different audiences. 

Open Youth Clubs – an ‘open’ youth club is one that by principal caters activities to a diverse 

audience and removes lots of the barriers such as cost, skill and religion that some of the other 

categories have. 

Uniformed Organisations – uniformed organisations are ones that are part of a national structure 

such as Scouts, Guides and Cadets and operate with volunteers but charge subscriptions for facilities 

and activities. 

Sports Clubs – sports clubs target interests in a chosen area and can cater to a limited audience. 

Alongside this many sports clubs have paid instructors which incur a weekly cost. 

Church-based Groups – church groups in majority operate as extras to young people attending 

church, and while they are often free entry they obviously cater heavily to religious beliefs.  

3. Current Provision 
 

A key step in developing youth work in Alsager is to look at the existing big services and what 

categories they fall into, so any gaps or areas for support can be noted. 

3.1 Open Youth Club – Christ Church 
 
Christ Church are currently ‘in the lead’ by running the only known open youth clubs in Alsager. They 
manage to cater for a large audience each week, especially in the youth bracket. With the below 
being just a selection of the regular activities they run for young people that have no religious focus 
and are put on for free - due to funding from the parishioner’s generosity.  
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Name Day/Time Avg Num Description 

Revive Youth Friday   

20:00-21:30 

60-80 per 

week 

Ranging from table tennis to video games. Come 

along and make new friends, learn a new skill and 

grow in confidence. 

Youth Band Tuesday 

18:30-19:30 

10+ per 

week 

Learn to play as a band, learn new songs and even 

write and record their own. 

Downtime Café Thursday 

15:10-16:30 

30+ per 

week 

After school café, free cakes and drinks and the 

opportunity to get some homework done. 

Duke of 

Edinburgh 

Award – DofE 

Throughout 

the summer 

60+ per 

year 

The chance to develop skills for life and work and 

fulfil their potential. We are a DofE centre with 

groups working towards Bronze, Silver and Gold. 
 

Matt Brown, the full time Youth Worker is also now funded entirely by generous donations, having 
previously been funded by the council until cuts in the last two years. 
 
The problem, as Matt describe it, with open youth work, is firstly the lack of staff and volunteers to 
support the work they do. Recruiting volunteers anywhere is difficult and it’s a constant task for 
Matt and the core team to try and gather enough people to safely manage their activities. 
 
Secondly, the issue with his work being attached to a church is the assumption from parents and 
young people that the clubs are exclusive to church goers or are religious themed. This can act as a 
barrier to approaching a full range of young people and is something Matt must try and work 
around. 
 
See below some information from Matt about how they manage to fulfil these activities each week. 
 

In terms of how we aim to manage our young people's activities - particularly on Fridays. We 
only have 2 employed members of staff - the rest of our team are volunteers. Each volunteer 
is initially asked to attend for a couple of weeks to see if they feel they can support the work 
we do. After this we arrange an enhanced DBS check, get them to complete a form detailing 
our expectations of them as leaders and we offer free training to them on safeguarding, 
behaviour management and first aid. 
We have suitable public liability insurance in place for our activities. 
We make sure that all activities have a suitable number of adult leaders based on ratios 
according to the type of activity and age / need of children and young people. 
 
We try to ensure that the space being used is well managed to encourage positive behaviour. 
 
We place team members in different areas and encourage them to engage with young 
people as well as observe and challenge any negative behaviour. 
 
We have a short list of rules (expected behaviours) which are displayed in various parts of the 
building during activities. These rules are also displayed on the rear of our consent forms and 
young people and their parents/carers are expected to agree to these rules. 
 
Each young person is required to provide a signed parental / carer consent form to attend 
our activities - without this after an initial attendance of 2 weeks they will not be allowed to 
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enter. It provides us with important information such as emergency contact details and 
medical information relevant to our activities. 
 
Our rules were originally formed with young people and a consequences system was created 
in line with these rules. So, if a young person repeatedly shows behaviour which is not 
acceptable they face consequences stipulated by the senior leader. This can range from a 
warning to a temporary ban from the activities. We acknowledge that negative behaviour is 
usually fuelled by a root cause so we  
 
Our consent form requires that parents / carers provide extra consent for their child/ren to 
spend time outside unsupervised. We allow those with consent to spend periods of around 5 
minutes outside before expecting them to return to us. Some also have consent to leave 
early. 
 
Each young person is given a colour coded card at Friday night clubs which is defined by 
which club(s) they attend and whether they have consent to go outside unsupervised. We 
also keep a colour coded register of attendance. 
 
In the event of an incident of some kind the senior leader is notified and if appropriate 
records are made using a safeguarding or observation form. Our safeguarding lead is then 
informed, and external partner organisations are contacted when necessary. We have an 
excellent working relationship with the high school and local PCSOs and seek to continue to 
build positive working relationships in the local community of Alsager. 
 

3.2  Church Based Groups 
 

Some of the other churches in Alsager also run youth clubs such as Wesley Place which run “Ablaze” 

youth group each Sunday from 19:00 – 20:30. Ablaze is described as “each week we focus on topics 

(big in our world today) and see how they relate to our life and relationship with God. The night will 

include sport activities, whacky games and lots of chill time.” 

Ablaze attracts a regular group of attenders, many of which are linked to the church. The activities 

here are run by Jonny, a shared Christian youth worker between some parts of Stoke and Alsager. 

His time here is limited but, in the summer, he also tries to run outdoor activities and works with 

other churches. 

Christ Church, separately to their open youth work, run a ‘growth group’ on a Tuesday afterschool to 

provide advice, guidance, support and learning to some of the younger church goers. This has a small 

but regular attendance. 

Some other churches in Alsager such as United Reform Church and Alsager Community Church run 

activities more catered for ‘children’ under 11, with no 11-18 provision available except for 

voluntary roles within the church.  

Church based groups are effective at working with young people and delivering some key moral 

messages that help shape the young people. They can also provide a range of fun and new 

experiences and activities to young people. The main issue is the obvious fact that religion can act as 

an obvious barrier to young people based on their beliefs. 
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3.3 Uniformed Organisations 
 

Some of the most obvious facilities for young people are the uniformed groups. These are, overall, 

nationwide organisations such as Girl Guiding, The Scout Association and varying Cadet units (army, 

air, sea and fire) that provide a service to young people. 

There is consistently articles in the news on how “uniformed groups can help develop confidence in 

teenagers”. Many of these groups provide teambuilding activities and discipline to youth, along with 

developing life skills such as cooking and first aid. 

The disadvantages to these groups in terms of attracting a wider audience can be broken down into 

two main points. 

a. Commitment & Cost – these groups often are subscription based and require commitment 

from the young person to want to attend for that term and their parents to the pay the 

upfront cost. This can leave youngsters who don’t feel ready to commit unwilling to join. 

b. Discipline – there is the obvious requirement for young people to wear uniform, behave well 

in part of a group and follow lots of instructions. This for many is an advantage and teaches a 

life skill, however for others can act as a deterrent. 

These groups have a large membership with over 180 young people, and 70 “youths” 11-18. The 

guides, air cadets, army cadets and fire cadets each have several dozen youth members as well. 

There is a lot of community involvement with these groups leading to them being the more noticed 

youth facilities, compared with some of the church and religious groups. 

3.4 Sports Clubs 
 

There is a massive range of sports clubs for young people in Alsager. Below is just a sample of the 

clubs we were able to find by asking around. For the sake of the report I’m including theatre under 

‘sports’ due to it having the same conditions, properties and atmosphere as the sports groups. 

Alsager Bridgestone Swimming    Alsager Netball Club 
Alsager Cricket Club     Badminton Club 
Alsager Football Club      Teen Gym 
Karate Club      Alsager Lawn Tennis Club 
Jujitsu       Triton Hockey Club 
Little Bug Theatre     Trampolining 
Alsager Community Theatre 
 
The advantages of sports clubs are noticeable and distinctive, they create friendships, improve 

health, develop a skill and overall promote a positive atmosphere. Most of these clubs bears a cost. 

On the most part they are run by volunteers and the cost is simply to fund the use of the building or 

pitches, along with equipment. Some of the sports groups however have paid instructors, so the cost 

also factors in being able to pay the wages of the staff running the activity. 

Another disadvantage of these clubs is the fact that they are by nature limited in what they can 

deliver and the audience they can attract. Young people need to be interested in participating and 

developing the chosen sports to be able to attend, and the activities on offer will all be tailored 

around the same interest. 
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4. Gap Analysis 
 

See below a table which highlights the different groups and the qualities of each. 

Category Is there a range of 
clubs in this 
category?  

Is the price 
reasonable? 
(under £5 a week) 

What limits the 
potential audience 

Current 
Popularity 

Sports Clubs Yes – lots Reasonable Sports interest Varied 

Church Based Groups Reasonable number Free Religious beliefs Limited 

Uniformed Organisations Yes - lots Reasonable Termly Subscriptions High 

Open Youth Clubs No – only one Free Location High 

 
Having spoken to several representatives from local groups, there is a consensus that the current 

provision for young people manages to reach a significant audience, and many youngsters attend 

clubs and groups in more than one category. 

There is unfortunately a low availability of open youth clubs currently in Alsager, and it’s difficult due 

to Christ Churches location to try and attract audiences from other sides of the town due to the 

walking distance to get there. This means that although they attract a significant portion from the 

East Ward of the town including Radway, it’s another barrier for youngsters to overcome. 

This links in with the reason as to why groups ran by volunteers still incur a cost. 

5. Issues Identified 
The use of and running of buildings / pitches is expensive. These groups need to charge enough to 

cover the costs of the normally rented space they use. Some groups are lucky enough to own their 

own buildings e.g. Christ Church and most of the uniformed groups. However, the development of 

free to use spaces for open youth and sport groups could be the answer in setting up and developing 

open youth work in other areas of the town that would improve the reach and audience of youth 

provision. 

Furthermore, the council cuts to paid youth workers have led to groups like Christ Church having to 

keep their staff employed solely off donations and generosity of church goers. Volunteers can only 

manage so much in terms of time commitments along with training and experience. Without these 

trained staff that are employed with allocated time available, it makes the managing and setup of 

groups very difficult. 

Possibly the most obvious issue, and this is true nationwide, is that there are not enough volunteers 

to run or support the youth activities. This makes it difficult for paid youth workers to deliver large 

scale clubs due to requiring more adults for supervision. With an absence of volunteers, youth work 

cannot run and it’s down to the dozens of volunteers across our town that so much provision is 

available. 
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6. The Opportunity 
The provision of youth activities is well established and is spread across the week to offer something 

for everyone and are well organised with volunteer support being a key feature. 

To run another youth-based activity is probably not an option for the following reasons: 

1. Cost of running such an activity 

2. Availability of volunteers who are DBS checked 

3. Lack of venue 

Maybe it would be better to consider how to obtain a funding stream to help the current activities? 

One suggestion with funding would be to pay for, or subsidies, trips out, especially in the long 

summer holidays, for youth across the town. The churches are short of money to subside trips 

themselves, and with funding it could allow for the youth workers to organise and put on day trips in 

collaboration with each other (Christ Church and Wesley Place for example).  

Speaking to Matt and Jonny, they believe a key asset in achieving more around the town would be 

the use of a shared community minibus. This would allow them to more easily run trips and visits, 

however more than that it could also be used for detached youth work, which has been proven 

successful in larger towns. This involves youth workers going around in the evenings with the bus 

and engaging directly with groups of young people. 

There would of course need to be a significant amount more planning and thought into these ideas 

however they act as a key stepping stones from those with direct contact with young people on how 

to improve our town. 

 


